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Luke Roberts, Alice Jitterbug: Transformer #20, 1977, photographic performance archival print, 29.7cm x 42cm 



This exhibition celebrates the 40 th anniversary of Luke Roberts’ historic 1977 photoshoot 

depicting his alter ego ‘Alice Jitterbug.’ Created the year before gay rights protests became 

Mardi Gras, and before cross dressing was accepted more widely within art and the general 

public, Roberts was very ahead of his time, citing Lou Reed’s album, Transformer, as not 

only a key influencer for him, but also for Western culture. At this time, Roberts believes 

there were no other artists in Australia making artwork which challenged the portrayal of 

gender in such a direct way. 

 

Alice had her first outing, a trip to the NGV in May 1974. Following a fateful trip to Raymond 

Castles on Swanston Street where Roberts purchased a pair of au courant platform shoes, 

her look was complete. Inspired by the “Goddesses of Hollywood’s Golden Age” according 

to Roberts, complete with 1940’s fur coat, crepe frock, gloves and dress clips.  

 

It must be noted that this was incredibly transgressive behavior, a jailing offence in some 

states. However during this pivotal visit to Melbourne, Alice found her name. Roberts, 

dressed as Alice, visited a bookshop named The Source. Here he acquired a copy of ‘Lame 

Deer, Seeker of Visions,’ the autobiography of a septuagenarian Lakota/Sioux holy man. In the book 

he speaks of heyoka and winkte. About this experience, Roberts states: 

 

“After I purchased the book I had a great sense of a message waiting for me on page 52, a special 

number. I opened at that page and read of his exploits as a rodeo clown. Lame Deer dressed as a 

female rodeo clown and called himself Alice Jitterbug. In an instant I recognized this as my name, the 

name of my cross dressing alter ego. We shared the commonalities of the rodeos I’d grown up with, 

the cowboys, the ‘frontier’ life etc.” 

 

Ironically the performance work Roberts had set out to accomplish then was not accepted as suitable 

art college practice. Performance was not on the curriculum, nor gender politics. The art college was 

in the process of producing teachers for high schools. That was as much as one could hope for in 

those days for employment in an art context. 

 

 



Luke Robert’s career as an artist has spanned over four decades. Since graduating from Queensland 

College of Art, Brisbane in 1974, Roberts has developed a world of elaborate mythology and multiple 

personas, most notably Her Divine Holiness Pope Alice. Since 1979 the extraterrestrial Alice has 

made appearances across the globe including performances at PS1 MoMA, New York; DIA Centre 

for the Arts, New York; National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne; Museum of Contemporary Art, 

Sydney; Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney; Institute of Modern Art, Brisbane; The British 

School at Rome: Asia Pacific Triennial, QAGOMA, Brisbane; Palais de Tokyo, Paris. 

 

 

 

 

About Anna Pappas Gallery:  

Established in 2003 Anna Pappas Gallery is a leading Australian gallery promoting contemporary artists 

internationally. Gallery Director, Anna Pappas, has a keen interest in artists whose practices challenge not 

only the material conventions of art making, but also the social institutions addressed through their works. 

Anna Pappas Gallery has forged a reputation for outstanding contemporary art projects showcasing leading 

practitioners from Australia and abroad. Representing both established and emerging artists, the gallery 

features those whose works make a significant contribution to the philosophical, creative and cultural 

discourses of our time. 

 

 

For all media enquiries, please contact: 
Anna Pappas Gallery (03) 9521 7300 or info@annapappasgallery.com 

Please join us on Facebook (@annapappasgallery), Instagram (@annapappasgallery), and Twitter (annapappasglry) via the 

hashtag #AnnaPappasGallery.  

 


